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Abstract

This report investigates the feasibility of using smartphones as wireless reflector tags. A
smartphone communicates its GNSS positioning data via peer-to-peer connections to
nearby road users to notify its presence. Appropriate use cases are studied based on
accident data. Different communication protocols and a pseudo differencing positioning
technique are evaluated. Possibilities and obstacles are presented.
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Preface
This report presents the result the result of the partly SAFER-funded pre-study: WiTag.
The pre-study was performed by SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden (Dependable
Systems group of the Electronics department and Time and Frequency group of
Measurement Technology department) and Lund University (Transport and Roads
department) from 2013-10-15 to 2014-04-15.
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Summary
This report contains seven chapters.
Chapter 1 contains and introduction and a walk-through of current state-of-the art, i.e.
related research is presented. Using radio links to detect VRUs is not a novel idea, but
using GNSS positioning data and ad hoc WiFi networks seems to be new.
Chapter 2 describes the app design. In addition to the conventional GNSS position data,
the developed app logs detailed satellite data (number, azimuth, heading, and signal-tonoise ratio).
Chapter 3 discusses different solutions for the communication link. Pros and cons with
Bluetooth, WiFi Direct, ad hoc WiFi, and IEEE 802.15.4 are presented. A feasibility
study using ad hoc is also conducted.
Chapter 4 presents the positioning analysis. The major error source for GNSS receivers in
mobile phones seems to be the antenna. Only very small improvements can be achieved
by using a pseudo differential technique.
Chapter 5 presents an investigation of accident data. The goal is to find suitable uses
cases. Accidents where pedestrians are killed or severely injured have been the focus of
the study.
Chapter 6 and 7 contains the future work and conclusions, respectively.
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1

Introduction and State-of-the-Art

Passive and active safety systems are continuously improving in cars and commercial
vehicles. As a consequence, fatalities are reduced at a rate related to the market
penetration of these systems. However, a majority of the systems target injury reduction
of the persons travelling inside the vehicles. Systems targeting injury reduction of
vulnerable road users, such as pedestrians and cyclists, are less abundant. Pedestrians are
an important group, since every year thousands are killed on European roads, see Figure
1.
OEMs have identified the same area, and have started to equip their vehicles with active
systems which warn for or mitigate a hazardous situation involving a pedestrian.
Mitigation is performed using braking and/or steering. For example, Ford [1], Mercedes
[2], Toyota [1], and/or. Volvo [3] have autonomous braking systems which detect
pedestrians. These systems are based on distance measuring sensors which also can
classify objects. Usually, radar and/or camera (stereo or mono vision) sensors are used.
To be able to spot pedestrians in the dark, BMW [4], Honda [5], and Toyota [6] have
night vision systems which highlights pedestrians on a head-up display or separate screen
using infrared sensor technology. Additionally, Volvo has on some of its models an
external pedestrian airbag [7] which soften a possible impact with the A pillars of the
vehicle. The system uses seven sensor to detect whether a pedestrian has been hit or not.
Besides, protecting the pedestrian from the harmful a pillars and the bottom edge of the
windscreen, the inflated airbag lifts the hood and thereby creating a deformation zone.
General Motors (GM) is developing a pedestrian detection system based on peer-to-peer
wireless signals [8]. Pedestrians carrying smart phones with enabled WiFi Direct could be
detected by surrounding vehicles having the capability. Special messages can be sent out,
such as: bike messenger or construction worker. A bit dated, but comprehensive survey of
pedestrian protections systems, was made by Ganhi and Trivedi [9] in 2007.
Many pedestrians carry a smart phone while moving around in traffic. The goal of the
WiTag study is investigate the technical limits and capabilities for using the smart phone
as a wireless reflector tag. The idea is to wirelessly communicate detailed GPS satellite
data, and let other actors compute more accurate relative positioning data. Real-time
computing and communication are needed. Use cases where a WiTag solution could have
a safety effect shall be investigated. Technical limitations may define the scope where
WiTag can be used.

Figure 1 - Number of pedestrians killed in road traffic accidents, year 2010 [source
UNECE]
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Related Work
A simulation study has been performed by Sawa et al. [10] where beacon-equipped
pedestrians are localized using directional antennas on the car. The distance and angle
information is cooperatively shared between cars to improve the accuracy.
Another simulation study has been performed by Lewandowski et al. [11], where IEEE
802.15.4 communication is used to exchange information between a tag-wearing VRU
and a car.
Three different architectures of varying complexity have been proposed by Morgenroth et
al. [12] to reduce the number of accidents with pedestrians. The two enhanced architecttures use DGPS and DGPS with a landmark in critical areas to improve the localization
capabilities.
Hisaka et al. [13] use Zigbee transmitters on VRUs and four receivers mounted in each
corner of the car to determine distance and angle based on received signal strength and
triangulation.
Rasshofer et al. [14] propose that an intelligent radar reflector, transponder, is carried by
the VRU. The transponder is interrogated by an array of antennas which measures the
time-of-flight to determine distance, as well as phases and amplitudes to determine
direction.
A stationary camera surveillance system to detect pedestrians and a short-range radio link
to notify nearby cars has been designed by Higgins [15].
Weihua et al. [16] propose to use road side anchors in especially critical intersections. It
is assumed that each pedestrian is equipped with a small device which periodically emits
a radio beacon signal. The roadside anchors estimate the pedestrian position and
movement by triangulation based on received signal strengths.
An Android app, WalkSafe [17], which is pedestrian-centric and use the camera of the
smartphone to detect oncoming vehicles when crossing a street, is publically available for
download at Google Play.
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2

App Design

2.1

General

In this project the SEEME Android app (see http://developer.android.com/index.html) is
developed using the software IDE (Integrated Development Environment) Eclipse (see
http://www.eclipse.org). Java is used as programming language. Android version 4.1 or
later are supported. The purpose of the app is to:
 Create basic GPS functionality.
 Extract all relevant GPS-data in order to prepare for further analysis.
 Store GPS-data in the mobile phone and in a .txt file that can be copied to PC for
further analysis.
The following applies:
 All data and calculations are handled with maximum accuracy.
 A GPS Satellite has identity number 1-32.
 The GPS hardware and software support generates new data if the following
conditions are all fulfilled (note that this could depend on the actual hardware):
o More than four satellites are involved (maximum 12 can be involved).
o Changed position compared to the previous one.
o At least a specified time period has passed since previous time.
Notice that in the current implementation not all buttons in the HMI are used (they are
kept in order to simplify possible future modifications).

2.2

Configuration and Use

First, activate USB debugging in the mobile phone. Also GPS satellites must be activated.
The app is downloaded using the IDE, see Android / Eclipse documentation for how to
download an app.
Click on the SEEME icon in order to start the app.
Choose LOG FREQUENCY according to:
 10 Hz –at least 100 mS must pass before new GPS data is available.
 1 Hz – at least 1 second must pass before new GPS data is available.
 0.1 Hz – at least 10 seconds must pass before new GPS data is available.
In order to check that everything works press the SHOW button. The current GPS data is
shown but nothing is logged. Notice that it could take a minute or so before satellites are
found. Press STOP button to finish. Log files remain even if mobile phone is turned off.
To start logging press the START button. The corresponding log file (the first one is
Log1.txt) is shown for a few seconds. Progress is shown by a counter incremented each
time new GPS data is stored in the file. Press STOP button to finish.
Currently 50.000 GPS data events can be logged in one file. An error message is given if
full (but the file is valid). Press STOP button to finish. Up to 5 log files can be created. To
log again after full one or more of the previous log files have to be deleted. To delete a
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log file press the CLEAR button. A confirmation is requested and if ok the most recent
file is deleted. Press the CLEAR button for deletion of the next log file and so on.
To copy a log file to PC connect a USB cable from mobile phone to PC. Use PC file
explorer to find the file and copy it.
There might be situations where it is not clear which files are present. For example this
may occur after power up or if log file has been deleted by mistake when connected to
PC. In that case create dummy files until log file 5 is created (as shown in the HMI) and
then successively delete all.

2.3

Results

The table below shows data stored for each new GPS data.
For each accessible satellite the following data is
stored:
 ID - Satellite ID
 EL - Elevation
 AZ - Azimuth
 SNR – Signal To Noise ratio
For new GPS data the following is stored:
 D - Date
 T - Time
 POS - Position (latitude, longitude, height)
 POSN - Position accuracy
 F - Speed
 B - Bearing
 SATF - Satellite in GPS data calculation.

Units
within 1..32
degrees
degrees
percentage
Units
yyyy-mm-dd
millisecond
degrees, degrees, meter
meter
meter/second
degrees
1 or 0 respectively

An example is shown below (the last two lines are actually one).
ID:1 EL:72.0 AZ:168.0 SNR:37.8
ID:11 EL:43.0 AZ:163.0 SNR:36.6
ID:12 EL:3.0 AZ:12.0 SNR:0.0
ID:14 EL:25.0 AZ:46.0 SNR:31.5
ID:17 EL:35.0 AZ:300.0 SNR:21.2
ID:19 EL:1.0 AZ:174.0 SNR:0.0
ID:20 EL:56.0 AZ:246.0 SNR:35.1
ID:23 EL:13.0 AZ:195.0 SNR:20.8
ID:28 EL:0.0 AZ:0.0 SNR:0.0
ID:31 EL:17.0 AZ:98.0 SNR:28.5
ID:32 EL:78.0 AZ:112.0 SNR:32.7
D:2013-12-18 T:1387368924000 POS:57.71601967,12.89228219,211.0 POSN:3.0
F:0.75 B:164.3 SATF:10000000001001001001001000000011
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3

Communication

This section gives an overview of different communication solutions for sending GNSS
data from smartphones to vehicles. We also present measurement results from a test with
two GPS receivers which shared positioning data via an ad hoc wireless network. The
objective was to assess the feasibility of warning a driver of a VRU by sending GPS data
via the wireless network.

3.1

Communication Solutions

To be able to warn a driver of a VRU, we assume that a communication range of at least
100 meters is needed. When driving at 90 km/h, this will make it possible to warn a driver
four seconds before passing a VRU. It is also important that a communication link can be
established without any user interaction. About 78% of the smartphones sold during 2013
used Android as operating system according to Gartner [18]. This study therefore focuses
on investigating the possibility to use Android smartphones for sending GNSS data to an
onboard computer in a road vehicle. The next sections briefly discuss the following
communication alternatives for an Android phone: Wi-Fi Direct, wireless ad hoc
networks, Bluetooth and IEEE 802.15.4.
Wireless networks often use an access point to create the necessary infrastructure for
communication. Wi-Fi Direct is a technique which can create a direct connection between
two or more devices without using a wireless access point. Wi-Fi Direct is defined by the
Wi-Fi Alliance [19] and allows products from different manufactures to communicate
with each other. Android 4.0 or later provides Wi-Fi peer-to-peer (P2P), which complies
with Wi-Fi Direct, but older smartphones may not support this technique. Another
drawback is that user interaction is probably needed to setup a communication link,
making it impractical for our purposes.
A wireless ad hoc network does not rely on any infrastructure for the communication.
Even though this type of networking has been requested for Android for many years now
[20], ad hoc networking is not possible without rooting an Android phone. That is, letting
the user of the smartphone having privileged access, commonly called root access, to the
different subsystem in the phone. There are disadvantages of rooting a phone, such as
making the system more vulnerable for malicious applications and the risk of bricking it,
i.e., making the phone non-functioning.
Bluetooth is a wireless standard for exchanging data over short distances. Most
smartphones today provide Bluetooth Class 1, which has a maximum output power of 20
dBm. This corresponds to a maximum range of about 100 meters, but this range may be
hard to achieve in practice. Due to the limited communication range, Bluetooth might not
be suitable for our purposes.
Another alternative is to use the USB interface on a smartphone to connect an external
communication device, such as an IEEE 802.15.4 interface. This communication
technique has been designed for low-rate networks such as sensor networks. As these
networks often include battery powered devices, IEEE 802.15.4 has limited communication range to preserve power. This means that the communication range might not
be satisfactory unless there free line of sight between a vehicle and a VRU. The range can
be improved using multi-hop techniques, but this will also increase the communication
delay. A major drawback of an approach based on IEEE 802.15.4 is that additional
hardware must be connected to smartphones.
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3.2

Using Ad-Hoc Networks for VRU Detection

As previously mentioned, a smartphone cannot be connected to an ad hoc wireless
network without modifying the operating system. This could otherwise be used to send
GNSS data to warn drivers of vulnerable road users. To assess the feasibility of this
approach, we conducted a test with two laptops connected via a wireless ad hoc network.
One of the laptops represented a VRU with a smartphone and was placed next to a road.
The second laptop was placed in a car and represented an onboard computer with a
system to warn the driver of VRUs.
Figure 2 shows the result of the car driving at 50 km/h past the VRU. We see that the ad
hoc wireless network achieved a communication range of about 200 m in our tests, and
the driver could be notified of the VRU well in advance. We did in total six tests (three at
speeds of 30km/h and three at 50km/h) and all tests showed similar results. Figure 3
shows the logged positions for all six tests.

Figure 2 – Logged distance between the VRU and the vehicle for a single pass.
The two computers in the tests used Linux and had an external GPS receiver connected
via USB. The GPS receivers were developed by SkyTraq and were of the models
Venus638FLPx. The laptop which represented the VRU sent its NMEA data as UDP
packets to the other computer using the wireless ad hoc network. The computer in the car
logged received UDP packets from the other computer, and also the NMEA data from its
local GPS receiver. The ad hoc network was created using the internal antenna and
wireless card of each laptop.
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Figure 3 – Logged positions of the car and the VRU for all passes.
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4

Positioning

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are today common to determine user
position. By simultaneously observing signals from several satellites, a GNSS receiver
can estimate its position to an accuracy of about 10 meters. This is standard equipment in
most smartphones today.
The main sources of error when determining the position for standard hand-held receivers
are satellite orbital and clock errors, signal perturbation in the atmosphere, and local
effects around the antenna of the GNSS receiver. Information on satellite clock offsets is
included in the broadcast message received by the GNSS receivers. This information
contains errors in the order 10 ns [21]. Information on satellite orbits is also included in
the broadcast message received by the GNSS receivers. This information contains errors
of the order a few meters. The main error contribution from the atmosphere comes from a
part often referred to as the ionosphere. The ionosphere is a dispersive medium, i.e. the
refractive index depends on the signal frequency. Broadcast Ionospheric Correction
Algorithms are used in GNSS single frequency receivers positioning to compute the
satellite signal delay due to the propagation through ionosphere. Different ionospheric
models are used: the Klobuchar model [22] is used by the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and the NeQuick model [23] is used by the European Galileo System and adopted
by the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS) and ITU-R
recommendation P.531-6. The local effects around the receiver antenna consist of all
phenomena that affect the signal in the vicinity of the receiver. The dominating local
effect is signal multipath/reflections in structures relatively close (~100 m) to the GNSS
antenna. The impact of multipath on the position accuracy will vary significantly
depending on the environment.
A commonly used technique to mitigate some of the errors affecting GNSS
measurements is to use some kind of differencing. Instead of determining a stand-alone
position, the relative vector between two locations is determined. This is usually referred
to as differential GNSS. If the distance between the two locations is relatively short, and
they observe the same set of satellites, both receivers will be affected by the same errors
due to atmosphere and erroneous information about satellite clocks and orbits. The basic
principle for differential GNSS is that the measured ranges to the satellites are
differenced. Several systems for performing DGNSS exist. These corrections can be
produced locally using a reference network of GNSS receivers relatively close to the
position of interest or come from regional modeling of the corrections such as The
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS) and the American WideArea Augmentation System (WAAS).
In this study, we have evaluated an approach where we imitate differential GNSS. By
using the position estimated from the smartphone together with information on which
satellites was used in the computation, we can approximately compute the individual
pseudo-ranges to each satellite. By combining them with the measured pseudo-ranges at
the reference site, e.g., the vehicle, we can perform DGNSS and compute a corrected
vector between the VRU and the vehicle.
We evaluated the performance of three smartphones by comparing their estimated
position with the position measured by post processed state-of-the art geodetic GNSS
equipment (Figure 4). Three different brands were used. We refer to these as
smartphone1, 2, and 3. A path of approximately 400 meters was walked three times with
each smartphone. We registered the position from the smartphones and computed a
corrected position based on a nearby reference station. These positions were then
compared to the position from the state-of-the art equipment. The accuracy of the state-
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of-the art positions are of the order of a few centimeters. Figure 5-7 shows the measured
path from the smartphones with and without corrections together with the positions from
state-of-the art equipment. For simplicity we have used a stationary reference station
marked with a plus-sign in the figure. The position errors from the smartphones are in the
order of 5-10 meters in the horizontal plane.

Figure 4 - Equipment used for the evaluation of position accuracy. The left is a
standard smartphone and to the right state-of-the art geodetic GNSS equipment
mainly for geodesy applications.

Figure 5 -Measured path from smartphone with (solid) and without corrections
(dashed) together with reference from state-of-the art equipment (black). The three
completed rounds are shown in red, blue, and green.
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Figure 6 -Measured path from smartphone with (solid) and without corrections
(dashed) together with reference from state-of-the art equipment (black). The three
completed rounds are shown in red, blue, and green.

Figure 7 -Measured path from smartphone with (solid) and without corrections
(dashed) together with reference from state-of-the art equipment (black). The three
completed rounds are shown in red, blue, and green.
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Our conclusion is that the primary error source when using smartphones for positioning is
the local effects around the smartphone itself. These effects cannot be mitigated by
differential techniques. Improving the antennas in the smartphones, however, is essential
for reaching further in positioning accuracy. However, this study is performed at
relatively high latitude, 58 degrees, and the impact of the ionosphere could be more
significant in areas closer to the equator.
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5

Accident Data and Use Cases

5.1

Use cases

An objective of the pre-study was to identify the most important use cases. First it was
decided to at this stage focus on pedestrians. A reason was of course the limited extent of
the project but also due to the lower travelling speeds of pedestrians compared to cyclists
which would be preferable when developing the communication between the vulnerable
road user and the motor vehicle driver at this early stage. Then when the devise is further
tested and developed the ambition is to continue with communication between cyclists
and motor vehicle drivers.

5.2

Method

To get of a broader picture of important uses cases, STRADA – Swedish Traffic Accident
Data Acquisition – was used to select pedestrian fatal and severe accidents. STRADA is a
national information system collecting data of injuries and accidents in the entire road
transport system. STRADA is based on information from the police as well as the
hospitals. For the fatal pedestrian accidents information from the Swedish Transport
Administration’s in-depth studies was also analysed. To address the issue of relevant use
cases, the pedestrian accidents were analysed with regard to the following aspects: age of
the pedestrian, type of environment (i.e. urban/rural area), light conditions, type of
accident (e.g. crossing, single, etc.), and circumstances (i.e. accident contributor factors).
Field studies were conducted to study the behaviour of elderly pedestrians when crossing
at marked pedestrian crossings in urban areas.

5.3

Results

5.3.1

Fatalities

The majority of killed pedestrians in Sweden are aged 65 and above (Table 1) and that is
a picture that is valid for at least the last 5 years.
Table 1 - Age distribution for killed pedestrians in Sweden 2008-2012 and 2012 [24]
Age
2008-2012
2012
-17
10%
8%
18-44
20%
16%
45-64
20%
18%
6550%
58%
41% of the fatal pedestrian accidents occur in daylight, 45% when it is dark and the
remaining 14% at dawn or dusk. Around two thirds of the fatal accidents occur in urban
areas and thus one third in rural areas. That is also the picture for the 50 fatal pedestrian
accidents in 2012, that were analysed in more detail; 35 of the 50 fatal accidents occurred
in urban areas. The fatal pedestrian accidents are not homogeneous regarding
circumstances and course of events. On the contrary the picture is very scattered and the
descriptions of course of events are far too often insufficient or lacking altogether. A
contributing factor is of course the fact that very often the testimony falls back to one
person, the driver of the vehicle colliding with the pedestrian, as the pedestrian is dead.
The fatal pedestrian accidents involves drivers and/or pedestrians affected by alcohol
and/or drugs, hit and run accidents, accidents where nobody can explain what happened
as “all of a sudden there was a person laying/standing in the road”. For the fatal
pedestrian accidents in rural areas in 2012, half were of the type “all of a sudden the
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pedestrian is in the middle of the road”, “did not see the pedestrian who was walking
along the road till it was too late” and the other half were of the type when the car driver
due to car breakdown has stepped outside the car – often in the dark – and being hit by a
passing truck. For the fatal accidents in urban areas in 2012, 11 accidents occurred when
pedestrian crosses on pedestrian crossings and 8 when pedestrian crosses without any
pedestrian crossings. The remaining urban pedestrian fatalities were for example of the
type when a car driver loses control of the vehicle, lands on the pavement and hits one or
several pedestrians, accidents involving reversing motor vehicles and accidents when big
vehicles like trucks and buses hit a pedestrian when turning.

5.3.1.1

Concluding Remarks on Pedestrian Fatalities in Urban Areas

Low pedestrian frequency in less populated urban areas
A majority of the 19 urban road crossing fatalities occurred in a semi peripheral areas of a
town or in the main road of a small town. Along the road there are typical two story
buildings. Sometimes there is an area of grass between the houses and the road and some
scattered trees. A few small shops may be present. The analysis shows that most fatal
accidents occur in places with low pedestrian frequency, i.e. at places where driver
expectancy is low. Of the fatalities there are very few in city areas where pedestrian
frequency is comparably high.
Type of passage
Half of the fatalities occur at a crossing with traffic lights or with markings on the road.
The other half occurs where there are no lights or markings. Since, we do not know
anything on the distributions of person at the different types of crossings, it is impossible
to say if any type is overrepresented or not.
Elderly persons are more often involved in pedestrian fatalities
It is hard to explain why elderly are more involved in fatalities. Overall, persons aged 65+
represent 50-60% of fatalities in urban areas. For crossing the road, the share is probably
even larger. Elderly have low exposure, i.e. they are not moving around in traffic as
frequent as other age groups. Thus, the conclusion is thus that elderly are overrepresented
in pedestrian fatalities.
There are a few ideas on the reasons for this overrepresentation. Older persons have a
large risk to be involved in any kind of accident. Ståhl [25] states that when an elderly
crosses a street (s)he look out before, but while crossing there is no eye contact with other
road users. Instead, the focus is on the ground afraid to trip or slip, which a more
imminent threat. Additionally, the hearing could be reduced, and the movement is slow
due to balance and motoric deficiencies. The accident data hint some of the accident
occur due to a slower moving speed of the pedestrian than what is expected by the vehicle
driver. “The pedestrian is hit when (s)he almost has crossed the street. Other burdens for
older persons are longer reaction times and less agility. It is harder for them to
acknowledge on-coming vehicles and quickly move to the side.
If an accident occur, an old person will suffer more severe injuries since they are more
fragile than younger ones. This can be seen in Figure 8, which show injury level versus
age. In the injury reports there are patient information related general health condition,
which mention e.g. weak heart and high blood pressure. As a consequence it might not be
the collision violence as such which kill, but the shock which an older body has harder to
cope with.
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Figure 7 – Injury level vs age [26]

Figure 7 – Probability of fatality versus speed and age [27]

5.3.2

Severe Injuries

In 2012, 706 pedestrians were seriously injured (ISS 9-) in traffic. 80% of the severe
injuries were due to pedestrian single accidents i.e. accidents where there has not been
any collision with another road user. These accidents constitute a major road safety
problem but are not further analysed as they are outside the scope of this project. The age
distribution for the remaining 131 seriously injured (ISS 9-) pedestrians in collision
accidents is shown in Table 2. As for the fatal pedestrian accidents it is mostly people
aged 65 and above that face severe injuries as pedestrians. It is, however, worth noticing a
proportionately high share among 15-24 year olds. 46% of the severe injury pedestrian
accidents occur in daylight, 30% when it is dark and the remaining 23% at dawn or dusk
i.e. a slightly higher share of fatal pedestrian accident occur when it is dark compared to
the severe injury accidents. For the 131 severe injury collision accidents 85% occur in
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urban areas, 12% in rural areas and for 2% type of area is unknown. Thus, the absolute
majority of pedestrians’ severe injuries occur in urban areas
Table 2 - Age distribution for pedestrians seriously injured in collision accidents in
Sweden 2012
Age
Number Share
0-14
13
10%
15-24
24
18%
25-34
7
5%
35-44
8
6%
45-54
16
12%
55-64
18
14%
65-74
13
10%
7532
24%
All
131
100%
There are similar types of accidents that are found among the seriously injured
pedestrians in rural areas as for the fatal pedestrian examples. For example is also the
situation with the car driver who due to car breakdown has stepped outside the car, found
among the serious injuries. For the fatal accidents the person is hit by a truck whereas for
the severe injury accidents the person is most often hit by a car.
For the 112 urban severe injury pedestrian accidents in 2012, the accident types form a
wide spectrum. There are for example 12 accidents involving reversing motor vehicles
and 7 involving cars where “the car driver loses control of the vehicle, lands on the
pavement and hits one or several pedestrians”. 75 of the seriously injured pedestrians in
urban areas are hit by a vehicle when crossing the street. 39 out of these occur on marked
pedestrian crossings (zebras) and 36 at other types of locations where a handful involves
vehicles entering or exiting parking lots/garages. Compared to the fatal accidents when
pedestrians cross a street the severe injuries are more spread out in the street network.

5.3.3

Field Study

The behavior of 100 elderly pedestrians were studied when they approached and crossed
a marked pedestrian crossing. Four different crossings were used. These crossing are not
identical when it comes to layout, length, etc., but the results are still presented as one.
The reason is that, based on accident data for elderly pedestrians, it is not possible to
single out specific layouts as accident prone. Thus, it was considered to look at several
layouts instead. The aim was to increase knowledge about the crossing behavior of
elderly. This knowledge may help to understand why elderly are more involved in fatal
and severe injury accidents at zebra crossings.
All studied pedestrian crossings cross single way lanes in each direction. Three of the
four have a center pedestrian refuge. The walking ability was classified into normal or
reduced. For the reduced ones, it was noted if an aid in form of walking stick, walker, or
electric wheelchair were used. The looking pattern, both before (which directions and
how many times) and during the passage (looking down or sideways) was noted. The
passage time was also recorded. The studied 100 persons consisted of:



24 with normal walking ability
76 with reduced walking ability
o 37 used no aid
o 13 used a walking stick
o 19 used a walker
o 7 used an electric wheelchair
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Behavior before passage
The vast majority looks at least in one direction before crossing. The few (4) that do not,
use a walker. However, 2 of the 4 had a younger companion which might explain the
behavior. 12 of the 19 do not look “the other way”.
Behavior during passage
During the passage, 22% looks down instead of up or to the sides. Of these 22, only 3
look a occasionally to the side. Persons using a walking stick looks down more often
compared to other groups. 9 out of 13 had this behavior. For walkers it was 5 out of 19
and 7 out of 37 using no aid. On the contrary, only 1 out of the normal 24 did show this
behavior. 25% of the persons had an equally aged companion and in these cases the
tendency is that the persons look out less for cars than what persons walking alone do.
The field study confirmed the results from Ståhl [ref] that the elderly pedestrian looks out
for approaching vehicles before entering the street but when crossing focus is on the
street surface thus little attention is paid to surrounding traffic. The reason for looking
down is of course connected to the fear of at old age trip and fall.

5.3.4

Conclusion

85% of collision accidents resulting in severe pedestrian injuries occur in urban areas.
Also most fatal accidents occur in urban areas but with a relatively higher percentage in
rural areas probably due to higher vehicle speeds outside urban areas. With regard to
where most pedestrians walk, un-proportionally many severe and fatal pedestrian
accidents occur in rural areas. Pedestrians aged 65 and above are at stake. This group is
highly overrepresented in fatal and severe injury collision accidents. With regard to when
during the day people walk, un-proportionally many severe and fatal accidents occur
during darkness, dawn and dusk.

5.4

Analysis and ITS

Unfortunately, the descriptions of the events, processes, behaviours preceding severe or
fatal pedestrian injury accidents are in most cases very incomplete. Not even for the fatal
accidents the description is sufficient to propose distinct measures in order to prevent
these accidents from happening in the future. With these aggravating preconditions
attempts are still made to assess what type of ITS, and in particular if the proposed
WiTag, might have prevented the accident or mitigated the impact of the accidents.
It is a very scattered and random pattern that is revealed when analysing the fatal
pedestrian accidents and it is at first sight very difficult to draw any firm conclusions
regarding systematics. Many fatal accidents are alcohol- and or drug related, among both
parties. In 2011 it was estimated that 21% of road users killed in traffic were killed in an
alcohol related accident (Swedish Transport Administration, 2013). Thus a traffic
environment with more sober road users would save many lives and prevent many
pedestrians from getting seriously injured. Many fatal pedestrian accidents are related to
too high speeds. Approximately 55% of all road users travel above the legal speed limits
and an additional percentage do not adapt speed to prevailing circumstances. Therefore,
general lower speeds and speeds secured to 30km/h at pedestrian crossings would
definitely be a very effective measure.
Despite the statement above regarding the general random pattern there are a few uniform
and important directions in the data and that is in terms of expectancy and age of the
pedestrian. These must be considered when deciding on relevant use cases and function
of the ITS.
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5.4.1

ITS and Expectancy

With regard to when during the day people walk, un-proportionally many severe and fatal
accidents occur during darkness, dawn and dusk. There are unexpectedly large numbers
of killed and seriously injured pedestrians in collision accidents in rural areas with respect
to how little pedestrians move there compared to in urban areas. Thus, car- and truck
drivers travelling on rural roads do not expect to meet pedestrians there. An ITS warning
in ample time to the driver about “Man in the road” could possibly prevent or mitigate the
effect of some of those accidents involving persons being outside the car due to car
breakdown, when a pedestrian all of a sudden is standing or laying in the middle of the
road or when pedestrians walk along a road with a narrow shoulder. The unexpected
crossing pedestrian may also be a contributing factor to the fatal pedestrian accidents in
urban areas occurring in the semi-peripheral of cities; areas with low land use densities
and with low pedestrian flows. These results confirm the hypothesis that the warning
system probably is most efficient in areas and situations where car drivers do not expect
to face crossing pedestrians, even if the pedestrian crosses on a marked pedestrian
crossing. Few of the fatal pedestrian accidents occur in the most dense parts of bigger
cities with high flows of pedestrians. The un-expectancy factor is for instance also
prevalent in the many parking related accidents, thus the reversing vehicle accidents and
accidents with vehicles driving in- and out of parking lots/garages. To focus on use cases
associated with un-expectancy the frequency of warnings to the driver would probably be
on a more acceptable level. From the accident data it is also evident that any ITS must
involve the elderly pedestrian as a use case. Pedestrians aged 65 and above are highly
overrepresented in fatal accidents and collision accidents resulting in serious injuries. For
most critical situations in urban areas the conclusion is that any warning rather must be
posted to the car driver or system than to the pedestrian. Moving in traffic as a pedestrian
is very noise; the pedestrian is exposed to noise of traffic, wind, etc. With respect to the
elderly pedestrians who face enough trouble moving around in traffic, preventing oneself
to trip and fall due to unevenness, the conclusion is also that the responsibility for action
must be with the car driver rather than the pedestrian. Half of pedestrian fatalities and
serious injuries when crossing occur at pedestrian crossings. Pedestrian crossings are
definitely a problem as these are locations where approaching vehicle drivers are obliged
to give way to pedestrians on the crossing or who are about to enter the pedestrian
crossing. Despite this merely half of the drivers do actually give way. Here the question
is whether a warning is sufficient or if a more comprehensive ITS system is necessary
that generally lowers speeds at pedestrian crossings or physical measures that ensure 30
km/h.
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6

Future Work and Research Ideas

The positioning accuracy of GNSS receivers in smartphone still need improvement to
provide a viable solution to a WiTag type of system. Research on GPS antennas for
mobile phones is needed.
Ad hoc networks are a promising communication solution. However, then smartphones
need to enable ad hoc networking. Associated security issues need to be analyzed and
fixed.
Accident data analysis shows that single-person accidents are most common for
pedestrians. These are hard to tackle using ITS. However, pavement road surface data
stating present road conditions may guide people to walk on safer roads.
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7

Conclusions

The feasibility study which has been presented in this report has revealed both
possibilities and obstacles for developing a WiTag solution based on smartphones.
Relative GPS positioning data is still a bit too poor for an urban scenario. An evaluated
pseudo differencing positioning technique yields small improvements since most
inaccuracies of in smartphones stems from the GPS antenna.
Ad hoc WiFi networks are promising but lack support in the Android operating systems.
A disproportionate share of accidents involving severely injured pedestrians or fatalities
occur in rural areas during times with poor visibility due to bad lighting conditions. In
such situations, the exact location of the pedestrian is less important; it is more important
to know that there is a pedestrian in or close to the road ahead.
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